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For Half a Billion: *

Survival and Subsistence
Shelterless in the Village
> 100’s of Millions

- No Clean Drinking Water
Development Alternatives

Every Day!
Fetching Fuelwood
Premature Deaths
Annually > 500,000!
> 1,000 million people do not have commercial energy let alone electricity
1,000 Million people in South Asia still have no toilets
Eco-Refugees
Malnourishment - 5 Million Stunted Babies Born Every Year
National Development

... for whom?
South Asia Tomorrow

For Everyone:

* Security and Satisfaction
Not Many More Jobs Possible in Agriculture
The Keys to a Better Future

- Education and Health
- Environment and Resources
- Employment and Income
- Empowerment
TARA Akashar Class
Mini Watershed Development
Real Jobs for Real People ...
Mushrooms
Sewing and Knitting
Happiness

Development Alternatives
Joys of Knowledge
Empowerment